HEDGEHOG HOUSES

Maze construction deters cats, dogs, foxes etc from attacking weak, young and sleeping hedgehogs.

Add a partition to maintain the maze construction.
(Angled to give maximum sleeping area.)

These houses can also be used as feeders as it is difficult for other animals to get in and steal the food.

Leave supplies of nesting materials in the garden - dead leaves, grass clippings, hay etc., so your hedgehog can make a cosy nest.

**House A.**
- Constructed from waterproof ply or similar, or cover all over with roofing felt.
- Entrance holes approx 4½".
- 1" Vent holes optional.
- Roof can be covered with roofing felt.
- Raise the house off the ground to keep dry.

**House B.**
- Addis treasure chest or various plastic dolls houses can be adapted.

**House C.**
- Traditional Hedgehog House
- Roofing felt.
- Optional ventilation

**Note:** It is good to have the house tilted so that water cannot accumulate. A wedge fitted along the back will achieve this.